Characteristic and Synthetic Approach of Molecularly Imprinted Polymer
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Abstract: Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIP) exhibiting high selectivity and affinity to the predetermined molecule (template) are now seeing a fast growing research. However, optimization of the imprinted products is difficult due to the fact that there are many variables to consider, some or all of which can potentially impact upon the chemical, morphological and molecular recognition properties of the imprinted materials. This review present a summary of the principal synthetic considerations pertaining to good practice in the polymerization aspects of molecular imprinting, and is primarily aimed at researcher familiar with molecular imprinting methods but with little or no prior experience in polymer synthesis. The synthesis, characteristic, effect of molecular recognition and different preparation methods of MIP in recent few years are discussed in this review, unsolved problems and possible developments of MIP were also been briefly discussed.
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1. Molecular Imprinting Technology

Molecular imprinting technology is a rapidly developing technique for the preparation of polymers having specific molecular recognition properties for a given compound, its analogues or for a single enantiomer [1-3]. Synthesis of MIP is a relatively straightforward and inexpensive procedure. In short, the molecularly imprinted polymer is prepared by mixing the template molecule with functional monomers, cross-linking monomers and a radical initiator in a proper solvent, most often an aprotic and non polar solvent. Subsequently, this pre-polymerization mixture is irradiated with UV light or
subjected to heat in order to initiate polymerization. During polymerization, the complexes formed between the template molecule and the functional monomers will be stabilized within the resulting rigid, highly cross-linked polymer. After polymerization and extracted out of the template molecule, the resulting imprinted polymer possessing a permanent memory for the imprint species are formed, enabling the resultant polymer selectively to rebind the imprint molecule from a mixture of closely related compounds. The three-dimensional cavities that are complementary in both shape and chemical functionality arrangement to those of the template be left in the polymer matrix and the high degree of cross-linking enables the microcavities to maintain their shape after removal of the template, and thus, the functional groups are held in an optimal configuration for rebinding the template, allowing the receptor to `recognize' the original substrate [4-5]. Molecularly imprinted polymers demonstrate very good thermal and chemical stability and can be used in aggressive media [6]. MIP possess several advantages over their biological counterparts including low cost, ease of preparation, storage stability, repeated operations without loss of activity, high mechanical strength, durability to heat and pressure, and applicability in harsh chemical media. As a technique for the creation of artificial receptor-like binding sites with a ‘memory’ for the shape and functional group positions of the template molecule, molecular imprinting has become increasingly attractive in many fields of chemistry and biology, particularly as an affinity material for sensors [7-11], binding assays [12], artificial antibodies [13-14], adsorbents for solid phase extraction [15-19], and chromatographic stationary phases [20-23].

2. Category of MIP

Essentially, two kinds of molecular imprinting strategies have been established based on covalent bonds or non-covalent interactions between the template and functional monomers (Figure 1). In both cases, the functional monomers, chosen so as to allow interactions with the functional groups of the imprinted molecule, are polymerized in the presence of the imprinted molecule. The special binding sites are formed by covalent or, more commonly, non-covalent interaction between the functional group of imprint template and the monomer, followed by a crosslinked co-polymerization [24]. Of the two strategies, the non-covalent approach has been used more extensively due to follow three reasons:

(1) Non-covalent protocol is easily conducted, avoiding the tedious synthesis of prepolymerization complex.

(2) Removal of the template is generally much easier, usually accomplished by continuous extraction.

(3) A greater variety of functionality can be introduced into the MIP binding site using non-covalent methods.
2.1. Covalent Approach

In covalent approach, the imprinted molecule is covalently coupled to a polymerizable molecule. The binding of this type of polymer-relies on reversible covalent bonds. After copolymerization with crosslinker, the imprint molecule is chemically cleaved from the highly crosslinked polymer. Wulff [25-26] and co-workers first produced MIP by synthesizing specific sugar or amino acid derivatives which contained a polymerisable function such as vinylphenylboronate by covalent imprinting methods. After polymerization they hydrolyzed the sugar moiety and used the polymer for selective binding and result shown that for covalent molecular imprinting, selectivity of MIP increases with maximization of crosslinker. Moreover, the requirements of covalent imprinting are different than those for non-covalent imprinting, particularly with respect to ratios of functional monomer, crosslinker, and template. However, since the choice of reversible covalent interactions and the number of potential templates are substantially limited, reversible covalent interactions with polymerizable monomers are fewer in number and often require an acid hydrolysis procedure to cleave the covalent bonds between the template and the functional monomer.

2.2. Non-covalent Approach

Non-covalent approach is the most frequently used method to prepare MIP due to its simplicity. During the non-covalent approach, the special binding sites are formed by the self-assembly between the template and monomer, followed by a crosslinked co-polymerization [27-28]. The imprint molecules interact, during both the imprinting procedure and the rebinding, with the polymer via non-covalent interactions, e.g. ionic, hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding. The non-covalent imprinting approach seems to hold more potential for the future of molecular imprinting due to the vast number of compounds, including biological compounds, which are capable of non-covalent interactions with functional monomers [29-30]. Limits to the non-covalent molecular imprinting are set by the peculiar molecular recognition conditions. Most of fact, the formation of interactions between monomers and
the template are stabilized under hydrophobic environments, while polar environments disrupt them easily. Another limit is represented by the need of several distinct points of interactions: some molecules characterized by a single interacting group, such as an isolated carboxyl, generally give imprinted polymers with very limited molecular recognition properties, which have little interest in practical applications.

Understanding the basic optimization of non-covalent methods is important for two reasons: the methodology is far easier than covalent methods, and it produces higher affinity binding sites, versus covalent methods. The trends in binding and selectivity in non-covalently imprinted polymers are explained best by incorporates multiple functional monomers for the highest affinity binding sites. The increased number of binding interactions in the polymer binding site may account for greater fidelity of the site, and thus impart greater affinity and selectivity to the site. This would suggest that the number of functional groups in the polymer binding site is not determined directly by the solution phase pre-polymer complex; rather, it is determined during polymerization. Because of the difficulty to characterizing the binding site structures during and after polymerization, the actual events determining the final binding site structure are still a main challenge.

3. Molecular Recognition of MIP

Despite the wealth of literature on molecular imprinting technology that has been published within past decades, the mechanisms of recognition and their rational control appear not entirely understood, thus inhibiting optimization of the imprinting strategy. Molecular recognition ability is dependent on several factors, such as shape complementarity, functional complementarity, contributions from the surrounding environment. As for the functional complementarity, even though all non-covalent interactions are applicable to the molecular recognition between a target molecule and a molecular recognition site formed by a molecular imprinting, the nature of the template, monomers and the polymerization reaction itself determine the quality and performance of the polymer product. Moreover, the quantity and quality of the molecularly imprinted polymer recognition sites is a direct function of the mechanisms and extent the monomer–template interactions present in the pre-polymerization mixture. The recognition of the polymer constitutes an induced molecular memory, which makes the recognition sites capable of selectively recognizing the imprint species.

The imprinted molecules interact, during both the imprinting procedure and the rebinding, with the polymer via non-covalent interactions, e.g. ionic, hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding [31]. Hydrogen bond is most often applied as a molecular recognition interaction of molecularly imprinted polymers. From this, acrylic acid and methacrylic acid have usually been adopted as functional monomers since carboxyl group functions as a hydrogen donor and a hydrogen acceptor at the same time. These non-covalent interactions are easily reversed, usually by a wash in aqueous solution of an acid, a base, or methanol, thus facilitating the removal of the template molecule from the network after polymerization. In addition to the better versatility of this more general approach, it allows fast and reversible binding of the template.
Mosbach et al. [32-34] has shown various examples of MIP prepared from different functional monomers (e.g. methacrylic acid (MAA) and acrylamide (AM)) and a cross-linking copolymer (e.g. ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (EDMA)) in porogenic solvents such as chloroform, toluene, tetrahydrofuran and acetonitrile. Most MIP are prepared by non-covalent imprinting and the common systems are based on methacrylic monomers, such as methacrylic acid because its carboxyl group is the most common hydrogen-bonding and acidic functional group in molecular imprinting, cross-linked with EDMA. Molecularly imprinted polymers prepared with the trifunctional crosslinkers pentaerythritol triacrylate and trimethlolpropane trimethacrylate (TRIM) were shown to be superior to those prepared with EDMA, in that higher load capacities and better resolution were obtained.

Nicholls [35-36] studied thermodynamic considerations of MIP recognition. He explained that the extent of template complexation at equilibrium is governed by the change in Gibbs free energy of formation of each mode of template–functional monomer interaction. As the prearrangement phase is under thermodynamic control, the monomer(s)–template complex is not subjected to conformational strains and unfavourable vander Waals interactions. Furthermore, MIP only undergoes limited changes in its conformation during the recognition of the template because of its high degree of cross-linking. Since both polymerization and rebinding processes occurred generally in lipophylic solvents, hydrophobic interactions can be considered negligible.

Kim et al. [37] investigated and compared the thermodynamic properties of copolymers imprinted for Fmoc-L-tryptophan and prepared by two different methods: in situ polymerization and traditional bulk method. The thermodynamic properties of the two different MIP showed that three types of binding sites coexist on their surface. The highest energy sites adsorb only the imprinted molecule or template. Most of the intermediate energy sites adsorb both the template and its antipode, although part of them may adsorb only the template. Finally, the lowest energy sites provide nonselective interactions of both the template and its antipode. On the nonimprinted copolymer, there are only two types of sites. The high-energy sites have a slightly lower energy that the intermediate sites of the MIP and the low-energy sites have properties close to those of the lowest energy sites on the MIP. The monolithic MIP has fewer nonselective sites than the bulk MIP.

A layer of mineral oil was deposited onto the surface of the polymer in order to create a hydrophobic environment in the binding sites and to improve the recognition properties of the polymer in polar solvents was investigated by Piletska [38]. The performances of polymers in acetonitrile showed that the modified polymers possessed significantly increased selectivity as compared with non-treated ones. The three-fold improvement of recognition ability to template (cocaine) was achieved; at the same time, for non-specific molecule (morphine) the improvement was only 1.3 times. The investigation of the stability of mineral oil coating on the polymer surface suggested that the effect produced is stable over a long period of time. This approach could be used to broaden the range of experimental conditions where molecularly imprinted polymers can perform successfully.
4. Effecting of Special Molecular Recognition

4.1. Optimization of the Polymer Structure

The synthesis of molecularly imprinted polymers is a chemically complex pursuit and demands a good understanding of chemical equilibrium, molecular recognition theory, thermodynamics and polymer chemistry in order to ensure a high level of molecular recognition [39-43]. The polymers should be rather rigid to preserve the structure of the cavity after splitting off the template. On the other hand, a high flexibility of the polymers should be present to facilitate a fast equilibrium between release and reuptake of the template in the cavity. These two properties are contradictory to each other, and a careful optimization became necessary. The challenge of designing and synthesizing a molecularly imprinted polymer can be a daunting prospect to the uninitiated practitioner, not least because of the sheer number of experimental variables involved, e.g. the nature and levels of template, functional monomer(s), cross-linker(s), solvent(s) and initiator, the method of initiation and the duration of polymerization. Moreover, optimization of the imprinted products is made more difficult due to the fact that there are many variables to consider, some or all of which can potentially impact upon the chemical, morphological and molecular recognition properties of the imprinted materials. Fortunately, in some instances it is possibly to rationally predict how changing any one such variable, e.g. the cross-link ratio, is likely to impact upon these properties [44-48].

4.2. Template

The template is central importance and it directs organization of the functional groups pendent to the functional monomers in all molecular imprinting processes. In terms of compatibility with free radical polymerization, templates should ideally be chemically inert under the polymerization conditions, thus alternative imprinting strategies may have to be sought if the template can participate in radical reactions or is for any other reason unstable under the polymerization conditions. The following are legitimate questions to ask of a template: (1) Does the template bear any polymerisable groups? (2) Does the template bear functionality that could potentially inhibit or retard a free radical polymerization? (3) Will the template be stable at moderately elevated temperatures or upon exposure to UV irradiation? The imprinting of small, organic molecules (e.g., pharmaceuticals, pesticides, amino acids and peptides, nucleotide bases, steroids, and sugars) is now well established and considered almost routine. Optically active templates have been used in most cases during optimization. In these cases the accuracy of the structure of the imprint (the cavity with binding sites) could be measured by its ability for racemic resolution, which was tested either in a batch procedure or by using the polymeric materials as chromatographic supports.

One of the many attractive features of the molecular imprinting method is that it can be applied to a diverse range of analytes, however, not all templates are directly amenable to molecular imprinting processes. Most routine MIP were using small organic molecules as template. Although specially adapted protocols have been proposed for larger organic compounds, e.g., proteins, cells, imprinting of much larger structures is still a challenge. The primary reason is the fact that larger templates are less rigid and thus do not facilitate creation of well-defined binding cavities during the imprinting process.
Furthermore, the secondary and tertiary structure of large biomolecules such as proteins may be affected when exposed to the thermal or photolytic treatment involved in the synthesis of imprinted polymers. Rebinding is also more difficult, since large molecules such as peptides and proteins do not readily penetrate the polymer network for reoccupation of binding pockets.

4.3. Monomers

The careful choice of functional monomer is one of the utmost importance to provide complementary interactions with the template and substrates. (Figure 2) For covalent molecular imprinting, the effects of changing the template to functional monomer ratio is not necessary because the template dictates the number of functional monomers that can be covalently attached; furthermore, the functional monomers are attached in a stoichiometric manner. For non-covalent imprinting, the optimal template /monomer ratio is achieved empirically by evaluating several polymers made with different formulations with increasing template [49]. The underlying reason for this is thought to originate with the solution complex between functional monomers and template, which is governed by Le Chatelier’s principle. Applying Le Chatelier’s principle to the complex formed prior to polymerization, increasing the concentration of components or binding affinity of the complex in the prepolymerization mixture would predict an increase in the pre-polymer complex. Correspondingly, there is an increase the number of final binding sites in the imprinted polymer, resulting in an increased binding or selectivity factor per gram of polymer.

From the general mechanism of formation of MIP binding sites, functional monomers are responsible for the binding interactions in the imprinted binding sites, and for non-covalent molecular imprinting protocols, are normally used in excess relative to the number of moles of template to favor the formation of template-functional monomer assemblies. It is very important to match the functionality of the template with the functionality of the functional monomer in a complementary fashion (e.g. H-bond donor with H-bond acceptor) in order to maximise complex formation and thus the imprinting effect. Higher retention and resolution was finding by the two co-monomer imprinting polymer than the single monomer imprinting polymer, which indicated an increase in the affinity of the MIP with the sample as a result of the cooperation effect of the binding sites. However, it’s important to bear reactivity ratios of the monomers to ensure those copolymerisations are feasible.
Figure 2. Common functional monomers used in non-covalent molecular imprinting procedures.

4.4. Crosslinkers

The selectivity is greatly influenced by the kind and amount of cross-linking agent used in the synthesis of the imprinted polymer. The careful choice of functional monomer is another important choice to provide complementary interactions with the template and substrates (Figure 3). In an imprinted polymer, the cross-linker fulfills three major functions: First of all, the cross-linker is important in controlling the morphology of the polymer matrix, whether it is gel-type, macroporous or a microgel powder. Secondly, it serves to stabilize the imprinted binding site. Finally, it imparts mechanical stability to the polymer matrix. From a polymerization point of view, high cross-link ratios are generally preferred in order to access permanently porous (macroporous) materials and in order to be able to generate materials with adequate mechanical stability. So the amount of cross-linker should be high enough to maintain the stability of the recognition sites. These may be because the high degree of cross-linking enables the microcavities to maintain three-dimensional structure complementary in both shape and chemical functionality to that of the template after removal of the template, and thus, the functional groups are held in an optimal configuration for rebinding the template, allowing the receptor to ‘recognize’ the original substrate. Polymers with cross-link ratios in excess of 80% are
often be used. Quite a number of cross-linkers compatible with molecular imprinting are known, and a few of which are capable of simultaneously complexing with the template and thus acting as functional monomers.

4.5. Porogenic solvents

Porogenic solvents play an important role in formation of the porous structure of MIP, which known as macroporous polymers. It is known that the nature and level of porogenic solvents determines the strength of non-covalent interactions and influences polymer morphology which, obviously, directly affects the performance of MIP. Firstly, template molecule, initiator, monomer and cross-linker have to be soluble in the porogenic solvents. Secondly, the porogenic solvents should produce large pores, in order to assure good flow-through properties of the resulting polymer. Thirdly, the porogenic solvents should be relatively low polarity, in order to reduce the interferences during complex formation between the imprint molecule and the monomer, as the latter is very important to obtain high selectivity MIP.

Porogenic solvents with low solubility phase separate early and tend to form larger pores and materials with lower surface areas. Conversely, porogenic solvents with higher solubility phase separate later in the polymerization provide materials with smaller pore size distributions and greater surface area. More specifically, use of a thermodynamically good solvent tends to lead to polymers with well developed pore structures and high specific surface areas, use of a thermodynamically poor solvent leads to polymers with poorly developed pore structures and low specific surface areas. However, the binding and selectivity in MIP is not appeared to dependent on a particular porosity.

Although the results of molecular recognition weaken with the polar of the porogenic solvents increasing, however, it is important to stress that in some cases sufficiently strong template: monomer interactions have been observed in rather polar solvents (e.g. methanol/water). Increasing the volume of porogenic solvents increases the pore volume. Besides its dual roles as a solvent and as a pore forming agent, the solvent in a non-covalent imprinting polymerization must also be judiciously chosen such that it simultaneously maximizes the likelihood of template, functional monomer complex formation. Normally, this implies that apolar, non-protic solvents, e.g. toluene, are preferred as such solvents stabilize hydrogen bonds, however if hydrophobic forces are being used to drive the complexation then water could well be the solvent of choice.
Figure 3. Chemical structure of common cross-linkers used in non-covalent molecular imprinting.
4.6. Initiators

Many chemical initiators with different chemical properties can be used as the radical source in free radical polymerization (Figure 4). Normally they are used at low levels compared to the monomer, e.g. 1 wt. %, or 1 mol. % with respect to the total number of moles of polymerisable double bonds. The rate and mode of decomposition of an initiator to radicals can be triggered and controlled in a number of ways, including heat, light and by chemical/electrochemical means, depending upon its chemical nature. For example, the azoinitiator azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) can be conveniently decomposed by photolysis (UV) or thermolysis to give stabilised, carbon-centred radicals capable of initiating the growth of a number of vinyl monomers. As an illustrative example of the use of AIBN, or indeed other initiators, to polymerize vinyl monomers, AIBN can polymerize methylmethacrylate under thermal or photochemical conditions to give poly(methyl methacrylate).

Oxygen gas retards free radical polymerizations, thus in order to maximize the rates of monomer propagation, ensure good batch-to-batch reproducibility of polymerizations, removal of the dissolved oxygen from monomer solutions immediately prior to proliferation is advisable. Removal of dissolved oxygen can be achieved simply by ultrasonication or by sparging of the monomer solution by an inert gas, e.g. nitrogen or argon.

![Chemical structures of common initiators](image)

**Figure 4.** Chemical structure of common initiators used in non-covalent molecular imprinting

4.7. Polymerization condition

Several studies have shown that polymerization of MIP at lower temperatures forms polymers with greater selectivity versus polymers made at elevated temperatures. Usually, most people using 60°C as the polymerization temperature. However, the initiation of the polymerization reaction was very fast and therefore hard to control at this temperature and resulted in low reproducibility of molecular imprinted polymer. Furthermore, the relatively high temperatures have a negative impact on the complex stability, which reduced the reproducibility of the monolithic stationary phases and produced high column pressure drops. Thus, the relatively low temperatures of with a prolonged reaction time
were selected in order to yield a more reproducible polymerization. Where complexation is driven by hydrogen bonding then lower polymerization temperatures are preferred, and under such circumstances photochemically active initiators may well be preferred as these can operate efficiently at low temperature. For example, Mosbach et al. [50-51] presented a study on enantioselectivity of l-PheNHPh imprinted polymers, one polymer being thermally polymerized at 60 °C, the other photochemically polymerized at 0 °C. The results showed that better selectivity is obtained at the lower temperature versus the identical polymers thermally polymerized. The reason for this has again been postulated on the basis of Le Chatelier’s principle, which predicts that lower temperatures will drive the pre-polymer complex toward complex formation, thus increasing the number and, possibly, the quality of the binding sites formed.

5. Preparation Methods of MIP

5.1. Bulk Polymerization

Molecularly imprinted polymers can be prepared in a variety of physical forms to suit the final application desired (Table 1). The conventional method for preparing MIP is via solution polymerization followed by mechanical grinding of the resulting bulk polymer generated to give small particles and sieve the particles into the desired size ranges, which diameters usually in the micrometer range [52-53]. This method, by far the most popular, presents many attractive properties, especially to newcomers. In fact, it is fast and simple in its practical execution and it does not require particular operator skills or sophisticated instrumentation. Particle sizes <25 µm are usually used in chromatographic studies [54]. Such ground and sieved particles have been packed into conventional HPLC columns, immobilized on TLC plates, and entrapped in capillary columns using acrylamide gels or silicate matrices.

Although bulk polymerization is simple, and optimization of imprinting conditions is relatively straightforward, however, bulk polymerization method presents many drawbacks anyway. First of all, the particles obtained after the last sieving step have a highly irregular in size and shape, some interaction sites are destroyed during grinding, and thus lead to a negative impact on chromatographic performance and lower MIP loading capacity with respect to theoretical values. Moreover, the procedure of grinding and sieving is cumbersome, and it causes a substantial loss of useful polymer, that can be estimated between 50 and 75% of the initial amount of bulk material. Since a portion of polymer can only be used as packing material, this method suffered high consumption of the template molecules. Last, but not least, due to its exothermic nature, bulk polymerization cannot be scaled-up without danger of sample overheating.

Gonzalez et al. [55] systemic studied the non-covalent MIP synthesized by “bulk” polymerization using digoxin as template. These polymers were synthesized under different conditions, i.e., changing the functional monomers employed (methacrylic acid or 2-vinylpyridine), the porogenic solvents (acetonitrile or dichloromethane) used, different polymerization and extraction processes were used. The polymerization process was proceeding either under UV light or in a thermostat-controlled water bath. This produced polymers with different structural conformations and characteristics (hardness,
porosity, stiffness, loading capacity, strength, etc.). The binding capacity, binding specificity and chemical and thermal capacities of these MIP were found to depend directly on the characteristics of their surface morphology.

Molecular imprinting of 2-aminopyridine (2-apy) in bulk polymerizations of acrylic and sol–gel based polymers has been synthesized by O’Mahony [56]. Both polymeric systems reveal varying degrees of affinity in rebinding the original template as well as a number of structural analogues. Rebinding was conducted in chloroform, acetonitrile and methanol in order to assess the role of hydrogen bonding in imprinting. The acrylic imprinted polymer retained approximately 50% of the template in rebinding studies in chloroform compared to 100% for the sol–gel. However, this higher affinity for the sol–gel was accompanied by a higher degree of non-specific binding. The acrylic polymer exhibited little discrimination between imprinted and reference polymers for 3-aminopyridine (3-apy) indicating the high selectivity of the MIP polymer for 2-apy relative to 3-apy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIP format</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulk polymerization</td>
<td>Polymerization simplicity and universality, No require particular skills or sophisticated instrumentation</td>
<td>Tedious procedures of grinding, sieving, and column packing, Irregular particle in size and shape, low performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension polymerization</td>
<td>spherical particles, Highly reproducible results, Large scale possible</td>
<td>Phase partitioning of complicates system, Water is incompatible with most imprinted procedures, Specialist surfactant polymers required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-step swelling polymerization</td>
<td>Monodisperse beads of controlled diameter, Excellent particle for HPLC</td>
<td>Complicated procedures and reaction conditions, Need for aqueous emulsions,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation polymerization</td>
<td>Imprinted microspheres, Uniform size and high yields</td>
<td>Large amount of template High dilution factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface polymerization</td>
<td>Monodisperse product, Thin imprinted layers</td>
<td>Complicated system, Time consuming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-situ polymerization</td>
<td>One-step, in-situ preparation, Cost-efficient, good porosity</td>
<td>Extensive optimization required for each new template system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. **Multi-step Swelling Polymerization**

In recent years, much effort has been dedicated to developing alternative methods to prepare imprinted stationary phases, which are superior in terms of efficiency and mass transfer properties.
Micrometer-sized spherical imprinted polymers with narrow size distribution have been prepared through several techniques [57-59]. Uniformed spherical particles have been obtained by using multi-step swelling method [60-63]. Particles can be prepared directly in the form of spherical beads of controlled diameter. Beads synthesized in this way can be rendered magnetic through inclusion of iron oxide particles. Although particles obtained using this technique are comparatively monodisperse in size and shape and well suited for chromatographic applications, however, fairly complicated procedures and reaction conditions are required, and the aqueous suspensions used in this technique could interfere with the imprinting and thus lead to a decrease in selectivity. The requirement for aqueous emulsions can interfere with the imprinting process and the selectivity of these particles is still not completely satisfactory.

Uniformly sized MIP for d-chlorpheniramine (CP) and l-brompheniramine (BP) prepared by a multi-step swelling polymerization method and evaluated using a mixture of phosphate buffer and acetonitrile as mobile phase [64]. CP and BP enantiomers were retained the most as a monovalent cation on MAA-co-EDMA polymers and a divalent cation on TFMAA-co-EDMA polymers. Ion exchange and hydrophobic interactions could mainly work for the retention and enantioseparation of CP and BP on both MAA-co-EDMA and TFMAA-co-EDMA polymers in hydro-organic mobile phases.

5.3. Suspension Polymerization

A rather simple method for the preparation of imprinted supports not requiring mechanical grinding is suspension polymerization, which yields aggregates of spherical particles, if the system is sufficiently dilute, uniformly sized microspheres. To avoid above interference in multi-step swelling method, suspension polymerization in perfluorocarbon solvents has been studied [65-66]. In two-phase systems, the use of liquid perfluorocarbons instead of water as the continuous phase might be preferred since water may have a detrimental effect on the non-covalent complex between monomers and imprint molecule. Although regular molecularly imprinted microspheres have been prepared and excellent chromatographic performance was obtained from polymer beads produced by use of these methods and selectivity was good even at high flow rates, unfortunately, the specialized perfluorocarbon solvent and fluorinated surfactant impose limits on the applicability and practicality of this method.

Bovine serum albumin-imprinted polyacrylamide gel beads were synthesized via inverse-phase seed suspension polymerization, using high-density crosslinked gel beads as core, low-density crosslinked polyacrylamide gel as imprinting shell [67]. The selectivity test showed that imprinting gel beads exhibited good recognition for template proteins, as compared to the control protein. The imprinting beads had quick adsorption rate and possessed improved regeneration property in comparison with those prepared directly via inverse-phase suspension polymerization. They consider the formation of multiple hydrogen bonds and complementary shape between the imprinting cavities and the template proteins are the two factors that lead to the imprinting effect.
A MIP that uses a stable isotope labeled compound as the template molecule, the so-called IMIP, was developed by suspension polymerization [68]. The selectivity factors of MIP and IMIP for bisphenol A (BPA) were 4.45 and 4.43, respectively. Therefore, IMIP was found to have the same molecular recognition ability as MIP. When MI-SPE with IMIP was used and followed by LC–MS in the analysis of river water sample, the detection limit of BPA was 1 ppt with high sensitivity.

5.4. Precipitation Polymerization

MIP microspherical shapes with more uniform size can be obtained by the method of precipitation polymerization, which offers a higher active surface area by manipulating its compositions. As regards precipitation polymerization, this technique involves coagulation of nano-gel beads followed by ordered particle growth due to capture of oligomers from surrounding solution [69-70]. In this manner, near-monodispersed spherical beads can be prepared, and size and porosity can be fine-tuned thereby changing the polymerization conditions. This technique has been reported in MIP-based competition assays [71-72] and capillary electrochromatography [73-74], but only recently works have been published, in which it is clearly shown that precipitation polymerization can be a potentially fruitful technique for preparing chromatography-grade molecularly imprinted beads [75].

Recently, precipitation polymerization has been employed for the production of molecularly imprinted microspheres by Ye and Puoci et al [76-78]. Despite the higher yields, a large amount of template molecules is needed for the preparation process, because of the high dilution factor. The feasibility of preparing highly selective morphine imprinting polymer particles using precipitation polymerization is demonstrated by Ho et al. [79]. Since the template, morphine hydrochloride, is dilute in the polymerization solution, it is assumed that the pH effect can be neglected in the system. The MIP prepared by precipitation polymerization gave uniform particles, and this proved to be a feasible method for fabricating MIP. By controlling the separation point during the cross-linking polymerization process, starting with a dilute monomer solution, uniform molecular imprinted microspheres were obtained in good yield. Compared with the traditional method, these particles exhibit greater recognition binding ability in the sensing of morphine without a time-consuming process of grinding and sieving. The rebinding of MIP by the precipitation polymerization in a solution containing morphine exhibited better performance than that of NMIP.

Baggiani [80] prepare near monodispersed polystyrene beads by precipitation polymerization in acetonitrile, and these polymeric beads cheap and easy-to-make, represent a convenient alternative to the expensive chromatography-grade silica in the interferer-mediated grafting of MIP. The chromatographic behaviour of a column packed with these imprinted beads was compared with another column packed with irregular particles obtained by grinding of a bulk pyrimethanil-imprinted polymer. These results are consistent with an influence of the polymerization method on the morphology of the resulting polymer and not on the molecular recognition properties due to the molecular imprinting process.
5.5. Surface Imprinting Polymerization

Surface grafting of MIP layers onto preformed beads has been recently proposed as attractive and apparently general techniques to obtain chromatography-grade imprinted materials. In this method, thin imprinted layers have been successfully used as coatings on chromatography-grade porous silica using several techniques to restrain the radical polymerization at the surface of the beads [81-82].

An imprinted layer selective to specific molecules on the surface of widely used polymers without affecting the bulk features was prepared by Sreenivasan [83]. The methodology is simple and modified surface could be used in applications as diverse as separation, sensing, medical uses, etc. Say et al. [84] prepared phosphorotriesterase mimic surface imprinted polymeric microbeads using MAH–Cu(II) as a new metal–chelating monomer. The paraoxon hydrolytic activity results showed that hydrolytic activity of PIBs was higher than NIBs. The preparation of the polymer is simple, inexpensive and results demonstrated that the catalytic activity of microbeads has decreased by only 17% after several uses.

The surface imprinting technique utilizing water-in-oil (W/O) emulsions was applied to the preparation of a metal ion-imprinted membrane by Araki [85]. The zinc(II) ionimprinted membrane was successfully prepared by emulsion polymerization with 1,12-dodecanediol-O,O’-diphenylphosphonic acid (functional host molecule), L-glutamic acid dioleylester ribitol (emulsion stabilizer), and divinylbenzene (polymer matrix-forming monomer). To obtain flexible and mechanically stable membranes for practical applications, the polymerization was conducted in the presence of acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber and hydrophilized poly(tetrafluoroethylene) membranes. The use of acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber and a porous solid support in the polymer matrix resulted in improved flexibility and mechanical strength of the imprinted membrane. The permeation mechanism of the metal ions was considered to be hopping of metal ions on the binding sites in the membranes.

Piacham et al. [86] prepare ultra-thin MIP films using surface initiated radical polymerization. Polymer films are directly formed on gold-coated quartz crystal resonator, which offers easy monitoring of polymer growth. With this approach its easy control the thickness of the MIP film to be below 50 nm, where the selective recognition of target analytes can be easily detected by the underlying quartz crystal resonator. When used in a flow injection analysis system, the assembled QCM sensor generated a large frequency change (>30 Hz) upon encountering a small amount of analyte (0.19 mM). The sensor had a very short response time (<1 min), and displayed certain chiral selectivity towards the original template, (S)-propranolol at a concentration higher than 0.38mM in aqueous solution.

5.6. Monolithic Imprinted Polymerization

Monolithic molecularly imprinted technology combined the advantage of monolithic column and molecular imprinted technology, which was prepared by a simple, one-step, in-situ, free-radical polymerization “molding” process directly within a chromatographic column without the tedious
procedures of grinding, sieving, and column packing. Monolithic MIP is expected to improve the separation and enable direct analysis with high-speed and high performance after in–situ polymerization. Matsui et al. [87-88] first used the in-situ polymerization technique for preparation of molecularly imprinted monoliths. Template, functional monomer, cross-linker and initiator were dissolved in mixture porogenic solvents (cyclohexanol and 1-dodecanol) and the mixture was degassed and poured into a stainless steel column. After polymerization, the template and porogenic solvents were removed by exhaustive washing with methanol-acetic acid. The monolithic molecularly imprinted technology has attracted significant interest because of their ease of preparation, high reproducibility, high selectivity and sensitivity, and rapid mass transport. Furthermore, the preparation of this type of MIP is more cost-efficient, because the amount of template molecules required is much lower. Moreover, their greater porosity, and hence good permeability, and high surface area are well suited for both small molecules and large biopolymers. Monolithic molecularly imprinted stationary phases have become a rapidly expanding field in chromatographic stationary phase preparation in recent years [89].

The proportion of mixture composition and polymerization temperature defines the monolithic structure and separation characteristic without further processing. The key to successful column preparation of MIP monolith is both choice of the composition of the pre-polymerization mixture and porogenic solvents and careful timing of the polymerization reaction. In order to compare the different polymerization methods, Mayes et al. [90] prepared three types of MIP by bulk, multistep-swelling and grafting methods when some β-blockers were used as the template molecules. In that study, ground monolithic imprinted polymer was thought to be the best all-round performer for enantiomeric separations of drugs by HPLC. In-situ polymerization has similar recognition ability and possesses the advantages of a one-step preparation procedure and high yield. Matsui and Huang [91-93] prepared a set of monolithic molecularly imprinted polymers with cinchonine and amino acid derivatives as the template molecules. Separation of the corresponding enantiomers was achieved but the separation mechanism was not mentioned. In recent years, the uses of monolithic media for superior chromatographic separation in high-performance liquid chromatography and capillary electrochromatography have attracted considerable attention [94-102].

Imprinted monolithic membranes by polymerizing mixtures of methacrylic acid and dimethacrylate crosslinkers within microporous support of filtered paper is described by Kielczynski [103]. These membranes are selectively permeable for template molecules but transport of others species is mostly limited. The measured transport stereoselectivity varied from 1.1 to 3.7 depending on the system used and the presence of cinchonine in the monomer mixture made membrane more permeable while cinchonidine reduced its permeability. Optimization of the imprinted polymer membrane in terms of the number of binding sites and their selectivity for the template enantiomer ought to be connected with optimization of membrane porosity and template interactions with functional groups. When EDMA and EDMA:MAA monolithic membranes behave in the predicable way, i.e. transport of cinchona alkaloids follows membrane templating, TEGDMA-family membranes show abnormal preference to transport cinchonidine more effectively.
6. Conclusion and Future Outlook

Molecular imprinting, as a technique for the creation of artificial receptor-like binding sites with a ‘memory’ for the shape and functional group positions of the template molecule, has become increasingly attractive in many fields of analytical chemistry in recent years. However, there are still many formidable tasks remaining to be tackled. One particular goal is to be able to prepare molecularly imprinted polymers with a homogeneous population of binding sites, similar to monoclonal antibodies. New synthesis method with more simplicity and higher selectivity is another main goal. Improved performance of polymers in aqueous systems, quantitative analysis real samples and imprinted for large biomolecules are also desirable. Molecular imprinting technology is now generating increasing industrial interest, and there is a demand for commercially relevant applications. Molecular imprinting technology not only the principles have to be demonstrated, but their applicability to the ‘real world’ has also to be shown in the future.
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